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HISTORY OF THE NEGATIVE Original and Best Picture of ABRAHAM LINCOLN When Abraham Lincoln
was first nominated for the Presidency, by the Republican National Con- vention, assembled in
Chicago, May 16th, 1860, there was a natural demand for his picture. Responding to this, his Chicago
friends, early in June following, engaged Alex. Hesler, who was the most competent photographer
there, to visit Mr. Lincoln, at Springfield, 111., and obtain a negative of the coming President. The
great nominee was a little surprised at the photographer's call "being a man," as Mr. Hesler wrote,
"who did not care for pictures, especially his own. He could not see why any one wanted a picture
of his ugly face; but he would sit to please them, if they wished it." The photographer's visit resulted
in obtaining two negatives, both now in my possession; and these are, so far as known, the only
original ante- presidentiai negatives in existence! When proofs of the sittings were shown to Mr.
Lincoln afterward, he selected the picture which has now met such popular approval, saying, "Well,
that looks better, and expresses me better than any I have seen. If it pleases the people, I am
satisfied." Mr. Hesler retired from Photography in 1865, and I subsequently became proprietor of
his well- known Gallery located at No. 113 Lake Street, between Clark and Dearborn Streets, which
was then the centre-point of old Chicago's shopping business. The process by which negatives
were obtained in those early days of photography is designated "Wet Plate," in contradistinction to
the "Dry Plate" in use to-day. Reminiscent of this old process, the ragged edges of the background
as it appears in my photographs is purposely retained, in confirmation of their being produced
from this original and genuine "wet-plate" negative. In the old order of things, economy was prac-
ticed by using the glass plates several times over. Hence, it was customary to overhaul the stored
negatives occasionally, and weed out such as might be deemed of no further use or value. Then, by
subjecting them to acid, which cleaned off the collodion film with which the plate had been coated,
fresh glass was obtained for new work. It was while once engaged in culling out these obsolete
negatives, I came upon the priceless ones I now have of Abraham Lincoln. They had been shelved for
over six years, and somehow had fortunately escaped consignment to the acid pot. The discovery
was not a surprise to me, as prints from them were among the familiar pictures in the Gallery; nor
had I any feeling of special interest in them, apart from the fact that they were old negatives of a
famous Illinois lawyer who had become President. I did not attach any particular value to them as
likenesses, because I had never before seen a picture of President Lincoln without a beard; nor was
his portrait then known to the country at large as here represented with a shaven face. I simply laid
the negatives aside probably for further consideration and I have no recollection of anything more
concerning the disposal of them at that time. It is not unlikely, however, that the universal grief at
the President's tragic death, which at that time enshrouded the heart of the nation, induced me to
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wrap them up and include them among my personal effects, simply as me- mentos of the lamented
Lincoln. In June, 1867, I sold the Gallery, removed to Buffalo, and afterwards to Philadelphia. The
Gallery burned out within five weeks after my departure, and The Great Fire occured October
9, 1871. Thus, by my timely removal, the Lincoln negatives happily escaped destruction! These
negatives remained among my effects^ "out of sight, out of mind," forgotten. But the appearance of
a beardless picture of Lincoln in Harper's Magazine reminded me of the photo- graphic relics I had
laid up a score of years before. Bringing the negatives to light again, I furnished a print from one of
them to those competent Lincolnians, Messrs. John Hay and John G. Nicolay, for the leading portrait
(frontispiece) of their great historical life of Lincoln, which ap- peared in The Century Magazine,
November, 1886. See Testimonials. The idea of offering this ante-presidential like- ness to the public
in general, did not, however, commend itself to me until about seven years more had passed. Then
the extraordinary revival of interest in Abraham Lincoln, our Martyr-Presi- dent, throughout the
whole country, and which continued without abatement, induced me to publish it. To-day, these
negatives the first ones taken after he was marked out for the work and martyrdom that rendered
him immortal stand pre-eminent in the approbation of Lincoln himself and his closest friends; and
I believe these felicitous pre- sentments of the great and grand original will be the criterion of his
soulful countenance in all the future. GEORGE B. AYRES. Published by DOLL & RICHARDS, Inc. 138
Newbury Street Boston


